Auditorium A is Casey Conference Center’s largest meeting space. The original design of this World War II building has been preserved, but it has been technologically upgraded to suit the needs of current guests. The large rectangular space, on the south side of the conference center, can accommodate up to 350 people.

This space is ideal for large-group performances, ceremonies and presentations. The rounded stage at one end is approximately four feet high. There are steps at either side for easy access from the main floor, and three backstage spaces for performers or supplies. Stacking chairs line each side wall and are available to be arranged however best suits groups of up to 250. Additional seating can be ordered with prior notice.

Auditorium A has a built-in PA system. Use of the following equipment can be requested prior to an event: two microphones with stands and cables, combination DVD/VCR player, mounted digital projector with laptop and ipod connector cables, mounted electrically-operated screen, upright piano, floor or table-top podium, banquet tables.